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THE COURT: The parties to this appeal are engaged in the grazing industry in the Northern Territory. On 2 March 1985 they entered into a deed, the purpose of which was to make



provision for the reduction and eventual extinguishment of a substantial debt, viz. $460,000, owed by the first  and second respondents to the first and second appellants. This was to be achieved by the respondents delivering certain cattle to the first and second appellants in accordance with the terms of the deed.
The		appellants,		who			were	the		plaintiffs	in		the proceedings at first instance, claimed that the respondents were in breach of their obligations under the deed.			They sought orders against the first and second respondents for  the	payment		of		the		amount	of	the			debt	claimed		to		be• outstanding		and	also	claimed		damages,			interest	and		costs. Neither at the trial nor on the hearing of the appeal was a claim advanced  that the third respondent was liable in debt or  in damages to the appellants.			The claim for damages does not appear  to have been pressed		at the trial and was abandoned  on the hearing  of the appeal.			At the trial, the appellants	claimed	that	the	first and second respondents were liable to pay them the sum of $112,180.20, and this sum (plus interest) was the amount for which the  appellants sought judgment. on the hearing  of  the  appeal  it was agreed by counsel for all parties that if the appeal were to succeed there should be judgment for the first and second appellants for a somewhat smaller sum, viz. $106,450.20.
The learned trial judge, Martin J, found that the respondents were in breach of their obligations under the deed and that, but for a defence based on estoppel, the appellants would have been entitled to judgment. However,

he was of the opinion that the conduct of the appellants was such as to estop them from claiming that the respondents were in breach of their obligations under the deed. Accordingly, he dismissed all the appellants' claims.
In order to understand the issues which arise for determination on the hearing of the appeal it is necessary to refer in some detail to the provisions of the deed. In clause 2(2) the first and second respondents acknowledge their indebtedness to the first and second appellants in the following terms:
•
"2	KIRBY DEBT

(2)	Subject to the provisions of this Deed, Henderson, Henderson Investments and Bulloo River hereby acknowledge that they  are jointly and severally indebted to Trippe and Trippe Investments, as at the date hereof, in respect of the sum of Four Hundred and Sixty Thousand dollars ($460,000) AND PROVIDED THAT Henderson Investments and Henderson, Henderson Investments and Bulloo River duly perform all  the obligations imposed upon them pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of this Clause 2, Trippe Investments and Trippe hereby agree that upon due and punctual performance  of the said obligations by Henderson Investments, Henderson and Bulloo River, the sum of 'Four Hundred and  Sixty Thousand dollars ($460,000)' where appearing in this Clause 2(2) shall be deemed to be the sum of 'Four Hundred and  Fifty Fiv thousand dollars ($455,000).'




It is common ground between the parties that, in the events that happened, the obligations referred to in cl. 2(2) were duly performed and that, accordingly, the amount of the debt was deemed to be $455,000.
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The deed contains elaborate provisions as to how the debt of $455,000 was to be repaid. The provisions are contained in cl. 3, which reads as follows:


"3•	SETTLEMENT

	Henderson Investments, Bulloo River, SH and Henderson hereby jointly and severally agree, for the consideration referred to in Clause 3(5) of this Deed and in accordance with and pursuant to the terms of this Deed, to do the following:


	transfer and deliver to Trippe or as	Trippe	may	direct	all	their

 Trippe Investments right,	title	and
•
interest in the cattle referred to Annexure · A hereto on or before 31st July, 1985;

(b} transfer  and  deliver  to Trippe or Trippe Investments as Trippe may direct all their right, title and interest in the cattle referred to in  Annexure  A hereto on or before 31st July 1986; and

( C}   transfer  and  deliver  to Trippe or Trippe Investments as Trippe may direct all their right, title and interest in the cattle referred to in  Annexure  A hereto on or before 31st July 1987,

(all of which cattle referred to in Clauses 3(l)(a), 3(1)(b) and/or 3(l)(c) of this Deed are respectively  and collectively hereinafter referred to as 'the Stock').

(aa) Henderson Investments, SH, and Bulloo River shall give prior notice in each year during term hereof of the proposed mustering schedule for that year and advise  of any changes to the schedule as and when they are made.

( 2) (a)  During the months of May, June and July in 1985, 1986,  1987 and 1988 ( if applicable} Henderson Investments, Bulloo River, SH and Henderson shall, at their own expense, do the following:

( i} muster and place the stock or any part thereof into yards at Bulloo River Station which are readily accessible to motor vehicles, trucks,



lorries	or	semi-trailers	(hereinafter	referred to as 'the trucks');

	Advise Trippe 24 hours prior to any proposed muster and give Trippe 24 hours notice that the Stock or any part hereof, as the case may be are available for selection by Trippe pursuant to Clause 3(2)(b) of this Deed;


	load the Stock or any part thereof as are selected by Trippe pursuant to Clauses 3(2)(b) and 3(2)(c) of this Deed into the  trucks referred to in Clause 3(2)(b) of this Deed; and


	allow		Trippe		and		any			representative		or representatives of Trippe access onto and to and from		Bulloo	River	Station		and		freedom		to traverse			and remain upon		Bulloo	River Station• for	the		purposes	stated	in Clause		3	of	this Deed.


	Trippe shall:


	as soon as possible after receipt of notice pursuant to Clause 3(2)(a)(ii) of this Deed attend at Bulloo River Station, and


	select the Stock or any part thereof in accordance with the provisions of Clause 3(2)(c) of this Deed; and


	within 24 hours of clearance of the stock by the representative of the Department of Primary Industries transport at his own expense, in trucks available for such purpose as arranged by Trippe (hereinafter referred to as 'Trippe's trucks') the Stock or any part thereof selected by Trippe in accordance with Clause 3(2)(b)(ii) and 3(2)(c) of this Deed.


	Trippe shall have the right to select the Stock or any part thereof pursuant to Clause 3(2)(a) and 3(2)(b) of this Deed and shall have the right to reject the Stock or one or more of them which are not of the  description and quality stated in Annexure A hereto PROVIDED THAT if there is a dispute between Trippe and Henderson as to whether the Stock or any one or more


of	them   are	of		the		description and quality stated in Annexure   A   hereto,	such dispute shall be referred by Trippe  or	Henderson within		24 hours  of		such dispute arising, to the Stock Inspector, or  the  time  being,  at Timber		Creek,	Northern	Territory,			or	the		District Veterinary  Officer,			for  the  time  being,		at		Katherine for			determination					by			such		person			and	such determination   shall  be made  by  the			said person  acting as		an	expert	and				not		as		an	arbitrator.					The determination of the said expert  shall  be  final and binding upon the parties.

	


	


	Title to each of the Stock shall pass from Henderson, Henderson	Investments,	SH and		Bulloo  River  to	Trippe• and/or  Trippe	Investments	at	the	point	in	time when such  Stock  is	loaded and placed into Trippe• s trucks pursuant to Clause 3(2)(a) of this Deed.




( 3)

( 4)  If,  in   any   one   year,   Henderson,   Bulloo   River,   SH   and/or Henderson Investments fail to deliver  the  Stock  to  Trippe and/or Trippe Investments  for  any  reason  whatsoever,  then the time for  performance  of  each  of  the  obligations  imposed  by  Clauses  3(l)(a),  3(l)(b)   and/or   3(l)(c)   of  this  Deed,   as the case may  be,  shall  respectively  be  extended  by  one calendar year  only  AND  in  no  circumstances  shall  the  said time for performance of any obligations on  the  part  of Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH and/or Bulloo River contained in the aforesaid Clauses extend  or  be  extended beyond 31st July,1988.

( 5)  Provided  that  Henderson,  Henderson  Investments,  SH  and/or Bulloo River have performed each  and  every  term,  condition and  obligation  contained  in  this  Deed  on  the   part   of Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH and/or Bulloo  River herein  to  be  performed  and  the  said  parties   or  any of  them are  not  in  breach  or   default   of  any provision   or   provisions of  this  Deed,  then  Trippe  and  Trippe  Investments   hereby agree that upon the transfer of title  to  the Stock  from Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH and Bulloo River to



Trippe and/or Trippe Investments pursuant to Clause 3 of  this Deed, the debt acknowledged in Clause 2(2) of this Deed ( hereinafter referred to as 'the Debt') shall be varied as follows:-

	the sum of $548.20 shall be deducted from the Debt and the amount referred to in Clause 2(2) of this Deed shall be deemed to be varied so that such sum reflects and incorporates the said deduction in respect of each head of Stock transferred to Trippe and/or Trippe Investments pursuant to Clause 3 of this Deed;


	the said variation to the Debt shall be deemed to  occur at the time that the title to each head of the Stock is transferred from Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH and/or Bulloo (sic) River to Trippe

and/or Trippe Investments pursuant to Clause  3(2)(f) of this Deed;	and	•
( c) Trippe and Henderson  shall together  count the number of Stock loaded and placed in Trippe's trucks at any time pursuant to and accordance with Clause 3 of this Deed and shall both, at the completion of the said loading and placement, sign a written docket in duplicate in the form of Annexure "B" hereto, in which docket is stated the number and type of stock loaded and placed as aforesaid, the date or dates of such loading and placement, the total amount to be deducted from the Debt pursuant to Clause 3(5)(a) of this Deed in respect of such Stock as aforesaid and the amount  at which the Debt stands as varied pursuant to Clause 3(5) of this Deed. A copy of the said docket duly executed by Trippe and  Henderson shall be despatched by Trippe to Henderson's solicitors, Messrs Poveys of Darwin and the duplicate copy of the said docket shall be despatched by Trippe to Messrs Allen  Allen  & Hemsley of Sydney.

	So long as Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH  and/or Bulloo River are in breach or default of any provision of this Deed, the Debt shall subsist to the extent that it has been and is hereby acknowledged pursuant to Clause 2(2) of this Deed and is deemed to be varied pursuant to Clauses  2(2) and 3(5) of this Deed.


(6A)	Trippe shall use his best endeavours to select collect and

remove the stock from Bulloo River Station causes as little disturbance as is possible to the mustering schedule  referred to in Clause 3(2)(aa) above.
	Notwithstanding, the provisions of Clauses 3(l)(a), 3(1)(b), 3(l)(c) and 3(4) of this Deed, it is understood and agreed  by the parties hereto that Henderson, Henderson Investments, SH and Bulloo River will make their best endeavours  to fulfil the obligations imposed upon such parties pursuant to Clauses 3(1)(a), 3(1)(b) and 3(1)(c) of this Deed by 30th  June in each of the years referred to in the aforesaid

Clauses respectively	and	pursuant to Deed,	by	30th	June,		1987		AND Investments,		SH	and		Bulloo	River severally undertake to do as aforesaid.
 Clause 3(4)		of this Henderson,	Henderson hereby	jointly	and

•
Clause	5 provides,	in	effect,	that	the liability

of  persons	bound	by	covenants	in	the	deed	is	joint	and

several. follows:
 Other	relevant	provisions	of	the	deed	are	as



"6.	WAIVER

The failure by any party hereto to enforce at any time or  for any period of time any one or more of the terms and conditions of this Deed shall not constitute a waiver  of such terms and conditions or a waiver of each and every  other term and condition of this Deed, or a waiver of the right to enforce same.

8.	VARIATION

The provisions of this Deed may be varied only by agreement between the parties hereto evidenced in writing  and signed by all the parties hereto. Any deviation, waiver  or variation of the provisions of this Deed shall be  invalid and of no force and effect unless the same complies with the provisions of this Deed.
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The	annexure	to	the	deed	contains	a	schedule setting out particulars		of the type and numbers of cattle
referred to in cl. 3(1). reads as follows:
 Paragraph (a) of the annexure



"ANNEXURE A

	cattle for the year ending 31st July, 1985


	Short Horn cows - Female breeders, cows or adult heifers in strong forward condition

( b)	Brahman cross heifers - of a fair and average quality in relation to the overall quality from time to time of
the herd of Brahman cross heifers at Bulloo River Station
 


300
•


100

(c)	Brahman cross bulls - of a fair and
average quality in relation to the overall quality from time to time of the herd of Brahman cross bulls at Bulloo River Station

10

Total Stock	410
Paragraph (B) is in identical terms and contains particulars of the cattle to be delivered during the year ending 31 July 1986 and is in identical terms to paragraph
	save that the number of Short Horn cows, Brahman cross

heifers	and	Brahman	cross	bulls	are	100, respectively.
 100	and	10
Paragraph (C) of the Annexure contains details of

10
the cattle to be delivered "for the year ending 30 June, 1987" (the parties may well have intended to refer to the year ending 30 July 1987 - vide para 3(1)(c) of the deed). The paragraph is otherwise in identical terms to paragraph (A), save that the numbers of Short Horn cows, Brahman cross heifers and Brahman cross bulls referred  to are 100, 100 and
10 respectively.

It was not in dispute at the trial that the respondents substantially failed to comply with their obligation to deliver cattle during the year ending 31 July
•
1985 or within one calendar year thereafter,  as provided  by
cl. 3(4). Martin J held that the obligation  to deliver  cattle of the requisite number and quality was an essential term of the deed and that the respondents' failure to discharge that obligation entitled the appellants to recover damages for its breach, unless they were estopped from alleging the breach. However, he held that the appellants were so estopped.

Upon the hearing of the appeal it was argued on behalf of the appellants that even if his Honour had found that the obligation to deliver the cattle within the time limited by the deed was not an essential term of the contract, the respondents' failure to discharge that obligation nevertheless entitled the appellants to damages.

The findings of fact made by Martin J were not seriously contested on the hearing of the appeal but the

11
appellants argued that an important inference which he drew from the facts ought not to have been drawn. The following account of the facts is drawn substantially from  his Honour's reasons.

Some cattle were delivered to the appellants prior to 31 July 1985, but not in the numbers nor entirely to the description set out in the annexure to the deed for delivery by that date. The annexure provided for the delivery by
31 July	1985	of	300	Short	Horn	cows,	100	Brahman	cross
heifers and 10 Brahman cross bulls.	A total of 223 head of
•
cattle	was	delivered	to	the	appellants	by	31 July	1985,

including one bull. A further 9 bulls were delivered in  1986,  making  a  total  delivery  by  31 July  that  year of
232 head. Of that number, it was  agreed  between  the parties that 33 head did not conform to the type specified  in the deed. An agreed sum of $9,220 was allowed by the appellants to the respondents in respect of those cattle, since they were kept by the appellants.

Deliveries of the balance  of the cattle referred to in the deed were made in accordance with its terms and to the satisfaction of the parties by 31 July 1988.

On 20 July 1986, the second appellant ("Trippe") was advised by Miss Murray Lee Henderson ("Miss Henderson") , who was then effectively in charge of Bullo River station, that there were 10 bulls available. He went to the property the following day and agreed to accept 9 of the bulls. There

12
were some hundreds of female cattle adjacent to the yards. A muster	conducted	over	a few days previously		had	produced about 2,570 head of cattle of  all types.				It was a much larger herd than had been anticipated and Miss Henderson was confronted with the difficulty that the facilities available were inadequate to enable her to draft, separate and yard cattle for delivery to the appellants.	His Honour found, and	it		was	not	disputed,	that	it	was		Miss		Henderson's priority to yard and hold cattle destined for the meatworks. Because			of		the		problems		which	Miss		Henderson	was experiencing, there were no cattle of the type specified in• the deed (apart from the bulls) ready for delivery to the appellants on 21 July 1986.

There was some conversation between Miss Henderson and Trippe on 21 July. Since what was said during the course of the conversation is critical on the issue of estoppel, we shall refer verbatim to Miss Henderson's evidence as to what was said. After explaining that it was not possible to provide cattle for the appellants from the muster on 21 July, Miss Henderson gave the following evidence:




"Did you have a discussion with Mr Trippe on that occasion?---We - well, I showed him the bulls and he picked out the ones he
wanted; cows.
 I did explain to him why I couldn• t	give him any





---I  said  something  like:	'I  didn't  have any room;	I was run  off	my feet;		there - there was just nowhere I could put these cows for	him to	choose from' , and Uncle Gus said he understood that and he could see that I was, you know pretty busy and pushed, not just busy.



These are	all		things   he  said,  are  they?---Well,		as far as I can recall,		yes,		he		definitely			indicated			to	me	that		he understood my problem  and  was  -  and  he  was  quite  supportive. Asked  me   if		I		needed			help  in		any way,		he			had			been quite supportive	all		along		actually.				And	I		said		that	I	was hoping	to	muster	in		another	- well, not hoping, I was planning to muster in another 10 days or so, approximately, because I can only give approximate  days  because  we  were• still  branding;    I   didn't   know   how   things   would   go.   And that  we  would  have   a   smaller   more   manageable   mob   and   we'd have  cows  for  him  there,  and  he  said  that   was -   that   was okay; we'd keep in touch.



Did  he,	at	that	stage,	say  anything	to	you about	a	July	31 deadline?---No."



Trippe made it clear to Miss Henderson on 21 July that he wanted to inspect the cattle when they had been mustered and yarded and to draft off those suitable to him.
The	deed	made	provision	for	this	to	be	done
cl.	3(2)(c).
 vide


Miss Henderson was unaware of the time constraints referred to in the deed. She said that if she had  been  aware  of  the  importance  of  delivery  of  the   cattle by
31 July, she could have remustered the cattle which had been through  the yards on 21 July, although this would  not  have
been good cattle management. Not thinking that there was any great rush, she thought it would be wiser to get cattle for the appellants from the next muster from another part of the property. It was not until 12 August that Miss Henderson became aware of the time constraints.

On 24 July Trippe wrote to Sarah Henderson, the third respondent. The letter was written in conciliatory terms and included the following:


"Murray Lee plans another muster in about  10 days  time  from which•  she   expects  to  have  cattle  for us,  and we  are		keeping in touch. I've  explained	to	Murray		Lee		that	I   want	to		draft		all	of the cattle  we   take  (which  is		provided  for		in the agreement) which may mean	that	Murray	Lee	musters,	has		a	first	draft	wherein	she removes	any		special	breeders	and bulls		and  then	I	draft		those which		I		feel qualify  under  the  spirit  of  the  agreement.  This should  eliminate  arguments.   We' 11   only   take  those  which   we   feel are OK - and so on."



On the same day, he wrote to Miss Henderson enclosing a copy of a letter sent to the third respondent. At the foot of the letter he wrote "Hope your 2nd muster goes well!"

Miss Henderson gave evidence that she thought she had a conversation with Trippe prior to the end of July in which she told him that "I had delays". Trippe did not recall any such conversation. Martin J found that it was more likely than not that Miss Henderson did advise Trippe that she was experiencing delays, but to what extent was



impossible to determine  on the evidence.	Although he found

that there was no evidence as to Trippe's reaction, he drew an inference from the evidence that Trippe did not object to what Miss Henderson said.



Miss Henderson was not in charge of cattle management at Bullo River Station until late 1985, at the earliest. Prior to that time her father and sister effectively managed the property. Her sister left the property prior to October 1985 and in early 1986 her fathe became ill. He died on 15 June 1986.

His Honour found that Trippe was sympathetic to  the problems that the appellants had experienced and that he was prepared, as at 21 July, 1986 to allow some latitude as to time. He also found that Trippe would have appreciated that if there was to be a muster in about 10 days after
21 July, the routine of completing the muster, drafting, testing and inspection of the cattle would occupy a further few days which, in all probability, would have deferred delivery, if the cattle were acceptable, beyond 31 July.

Martin J	accepted	Trippe's	evidence that,	as	at
21 July, he was unaware that there had been musters  of cattle on Bullo River earlier that year. In fact there had been a number of musters, one of which could have of itself provided sufficient cattle to meet the shortfall  in delivery.

At	some	time	after	21	July,	but	prior	to
12 August, Trippe became aware of the musters which had been held earlier		in the year.	He did not at any time inform Miss Henderson, or anyone else on behalf of the respondents, that he was fixing a date after 31 July by which he required delivery  of the outstanding cattle.		On 12 August he had a telephone conversation with Sarah Henderson in the course of which she told him that she had instructed Miss Henderson to give him what cattle she could.	Trippe told Mrs Henderson that it was too dry and too late to take cattle that year.  She		told		him			a	muster	was		being		held		on		14	August		and. implied that the muster would not produce all of the cattle  of	the	type			specified		in		the	deed	to	meet		the	1985 shortfall.		Trippe said he could not attend the muster and that it was too dry and too late to take any  more cattle  that year.

Trippe had another conversation with Sarah Henderson on 13 August. He again told her that he would not take any more cattle that year and asserted that there had been a breach of the deed because the cattle not delivered  in 1985 had to be delivered by 31 July 1986.

The evidence to which we have referred constituted the whole of the material upon which the finding of estoppel was made. Mr Downes Q.C., senior counsel for  the  appellants, did not contest his Honour's findings of fact save in one respect. He submitted that the evidence did not justify a finding that Miss Henderson and Trippe had any



relevant conversation subsequent to 21 July. As we have said, Trippe gave evidence that he did not recall any such conversation. Miss Henderson's evidence on the matter was extremely vague. According to her, the subject of the conversation was the delays which she was experiencing in setting up a muster in August. Her evidence in chief as to the conversation taking place was as follows:

"••.Did you tell Mr Trippe at any stage of the delays?---I  think on at least one occasion we talked.  I don't recall whether  I called him or he called me but I would have had to let him
know that it wasn't  going  to be the 10 days that  I thought it was.	•
Do you recall when that was?---No, not really, but it would have been before my mother came back because after that she spoke to him. I was out of the house most of the time.
Do you recall what was said between you?---Not specifically, just that I had delays."



In	cross-examination	she	gave	the	following
evidence:


"I	think you said that you called Mr Trippe and told him about the delay	that	you	were encountering?---Yes,	I	would've	-	I don't know if he - I called him or he called me, but we were still in touch.

I don't mind whether it was one way or the other, but - - -?---We
did talk.

One way or another you talked?---Yes.

Do you remember when that was?---No. returned.
 It was before my mother

When did that happen?---End of July."

There was evidence that a telephone call was made from Trippe's Darwin residence to Bullo River on 31 July 1986.

No question arises as to Miss Henderson's credit, but we nevertheless have serious doubt whether her evidence justified a finding that the conversation took place. Read in its entirety, her evidence suggests to us that she
thought
 the conversation	would
 have occurred,	rather than
that	it
 did,
 in fact, occur.
 However,	in our	opinion
whether
 the
 conversation	took	place	or	not	is	not	of
•
significance. Even if it be accepted that it did take place, we do not think it is possible to infer from it, as his Honour did, that Trippe did not object to a further delay in the delivery of the cattle. As his Honour pointed out, there was no evidence as to how Trippe reacted to what Miss Henderson said. That being so, we do not think there is any warrant for drawing an inference that he did not object to further delay. Faced with the situation that the last day for delivery of the cattle had arrived, he had no option but to accept that the remaining cattle were not going to be delivered in accordance with the requirements of the deed. Even if Miss Henderson's evidence be accepted as to what was said in the conversation there is no warrant for
drawing further appears
 an inference that delay in delivery from the evidence
 Trippe	raised	no of	the cattle.
Trippe	may	have
 objection to For all that been greatly
concerned by what Miss Henderson told him, but took the view



that no useful purpose would be served by remonstrating with her. If that occurred, his failure to respond orally to what she said could hardly be treated as a failure to object. It is to be noted that Miss Henderson did not say that Trippe did not object. The mere absence of a response by Trippe, if that is what occurred, would not have justified Miss Henderson in inferring that he was content to accept further delay.

The	circumstances	in which	an	inference	can	be
drawn in a civil case were considered in Girlock (Sales) Pty
•
Ltd v Hurrell (1982) 149 CLR 155 where Stephen J considered
the same question.	At p.161 he said:


"This is not a case of mere competing possibilities, no instance of 'a choice among rival conjectures', such as Dixon C.J. spoke of in Jones v Dunkel ((1959) 101 CLR 298, at p. 304). Here there exists what Dixon CJ there referred to as 'evidence supporting some positive inference ... an inference which arises as an affirmative conclusion from the circumstances proved in evidence'. His Honour went on to cite a passage from the unreported decision of five members of this Court in Bradshaw v McEwans Pty Ltd (Unreported; 27 April 1951) which is rather more fully reproduced in the report of Holloway v McFeeters (( 1956)
94 CLR 470, at pp. 480-481);	speaking of civil cases, the passage reads:

'"you need only circumstances raising a more probable inference  in favour of what is alleged  where  direct proof is not available it is enough if the circumstances appearing in evidence give rise to a reasonable and definite inference; they must do more than give rise to conflicting inferences of equal degree of probability so that the choice between them is mere matter of conjecture: see per Lord Robson Richard Evans & Co Ltd v Astley ((1911) AC 674, at p.687) All that is necessary is that according to the course of common experience the more probable inference from the circumstances that sufficiently appear by evidence or

admission, left unexplained, should be that the injury arose from the defendant's negligence. By more probable  is meant no more than that upon a balance of probabilities such an inference might reasonably be considered to have  some greater degree of likelihood".'



At	p.305	of  Jones  v Dunkel (1959)	101 CLR	298, Dixon	CJ added these observations:

'But the law which this passage attempts to explain  does  not	authorise		a	court	to		choose		between		guesses,	where	the possibilities		are not unlimited, on the ground that one  guess seems more likely than another  or· the others.	The facts proved must		form	a			reasonable	basis	for	a	definite	conclusion affirmatively drawn of the truth of which the tribunal of fact may• reasonably be satisfied'."



See also, Luxton v Vines (1952) 85 CLR 352 at 358 per Dixon, Fullagar and Kitto JJ.

In our opinion the absence of any evidence as to Trippe's reaction to Miss Henderson's intimation that she was experiencing delays leaves entirely open what his reaction was. An affirmative conclusion cannot be drawn that he did not object to further delay in the delivery of the cattle. For all that appears from the evidence, Trippe may not have responded to what Miss Henderson said because he wanted time to consider whether, and under what circumstances, he would accept further cattle when the delays mentioned by Miss Henderson had been overcome. It is to be noted also that Miss Henderson did not mention in her evidence that she told Trippe how great further delays would



be. It seems inherently improbable that Trippe would not have objected to indefinite and unspecified delay. In the light of all the evidence we do not think the inference drawn by Martin J. should have been drawn.

Martin J. held that the requirement that the relevant cattle be delivered no later than 31 July 1986 was an essential condition of the agreement for the extinguishment of the debt referred to in the deed. Accordingly, but for his finding on the issue of estoppel,
he	would	have	found	a	verdict	for	the	appellant.	Mr
•
Hiley QC, senior counsel for the respondents,	argued	that

his Honour's finding that time was of the essence of the agreement was erroneous. It is convenient to consider that argument before addressing the question of estoppel.

Mr Downes Q.C. submitted that since the respondents were in breach of their obligation to deliver all the cattle they had contracted to deliver by 31 July 1986 at the latest, the appellants were entitled to damages for that breach whether or not the time fixed for delivery of the cattle was of the essence of the contractual arrangements reflected in the  deed.  He relied on Raineri v  Miles [1981] A.C.  1050 and  Louinder  v Leis (1982) 149
C.L.R. 509. In Raineri it was held that a clause in a contract for the sale of land providing for completion on a specified day could not, in the absence of a clear context, be construed as meaning that completion could take place within a reasonable period after the date fixed, even though
time was not expressed to be of the essence of the contract. The vendors under such a contract were held to be in breach of the contract when they failed to complete on the contractual date. It was further held that breach of a contractual stipulation as to time which was not of the essence of a contract was not such a breach as would entitle the innocent party to treat the contract as terminated or which would prevent the defaulting party from suing for specific performance but nevertheless was a breach of the contract and entitled the injured party to damages, if he had in fact suffered damage.	•
Louinder was also a case involving a contract for sale of land.	At p.513 Gibbs C.J. said:

"Both before and after Smith v. Hamilton (( 1951] Ch. 174) it was said in a number of cases that a clause providing for completion on a fixed date should, when time was not of  the essence of the contract, be construed as meaning that completion could take place within a reasonable period after the date fixed. It has been convincingly shown by the House of Lords in Ra neri v Miles ((1981] A.C. 1050) that this view was erroneous. It was  there held that the breach of a contractual provision as to time which was not of the essence of the contract was a breach of the contract and entitled the injured party to  damages, notwithstanding that the rules of equity would  relieve the party in breach to the extent of allowing him to obtain specific performance. Once one rejects the notion that a clause providing for completion on a specified day means that completion may take place within a reasonable time thereafter, it is apparent that a party who fails to complete on the specified day is guilty of delay, within the meaning of the contract, whether or  not the delay would, in the absence of the provision fixing the time, be regarded as unreasonable."
See also per Mason J. at 524-525.



In our opinion what is said in Raineri and Louinder is applicable to the facts in the present case. Leaving aside the question of estoppel, the appellants established a breach of a term of the deed. They were entitled to damages for that breach. Had specific performance of the deed been sought other considerations would have arisen, but no such relief was claimed.


requisite liability
 The	failure	by	the	respondents	to	deliver	the
cattle	by		the	stipulated	time	gave	rise	to	a to	pay		that		part	of		their	acknowledged
•
indebtedness	as would	otherwise have	been	extinguished	by
delivery of the cattle: vide cl. 2(6) of the deed. The damage suffered by the appellants by reason of the respondents' breach is equivalent to that part of the debt of $455,000 which would have been extinguished but for failure to deliver the cattle. It being agreed that this amount (allowing for the adjustment to which we have referred) was $106,450.20, the appellants were entitled to judgment for that sum unless the defence based on estoppel was made out.

we should add that even if it had been necessary for the appellants to show that the stipulation as to the time for delivery of the cattle was an essential condition of the contractual arrangements reflected in the deed, we would have agreed with the learned trial judge's conclusion that it was. We agree with his reasons for finding that delivery of the cattle by 31 July 1976 was an essential term
the parties' agreement.  In Harrington  v Browne (1917) 23  CLR 297 it was held that time was of the essence of  a  written agreement for the sale of sheep with  a  fixed delivery date, there being nothing in the terms of the contract which rendered time unessential.    See also Purcell v Blakeham (1914) 19 CLR 241; on appeal (1916) 22 CLR 307.

Carpentaria Investments Pty Limited v Airs (1972] Qd.R 436 was a case involving a contract for the sale of a lease of land of limited  tenure, and cattle thereon.    When
considering the question whether time was of the essence of
•
the contract Wanstall A.C.J. (whose decision was affirmed  on
appeal) said at 448:

"Although it does not expressly make time of the essence I think  this must be implied from the fact that, under the contract, up to 600 head of cattle were to pass with the leases, and the value of cattle notoriously fluctuates from time to time. Of the total purchase price of $25,000, $18,500 was apportioned  to the cattle. In Harrington v Browne (1917) 23 CLR 297,  Barton  J.  at  305, holding that the stipulated date was essential, said that, in the Australian environment, 'Transactions in live stock  are  so frequent and depend so much on fluctuations in  price  as inducements to their inception, and those fluctuations are notoriously so numerous and rapid, that it would tend to grave unsettlement if the doctrine of reasonable time were  unduly imported to qualify engagements of this character where  parties have specified dates of delivery for themselves'."



As Martin J pointed out, there were a number of circumstances pointing strongly to the conclusion that the time for delivery of the cattle as stipulated in the deed was essential. The property upon which the cattle were to be mustered was situated in the "Top End" of the Northern



Territory, as was the property owned by the appellants.  It is notorious that the Top End dries out after the wet season finishes and that consequently feed deteriorates and cattle
lose condition. holding,	testing
 As Martin J observed, mustering, drafting, and	trucking	cattle	places	them	under
stress which they are less able to sustain as the dry season progresses.		We agree with his finding		that	it was for reasons	of	this kind	that		31 July	was	set	as		being	the latest date for delivery of the cattle, and that that date was	essential.		Trippe	gave	evidence,		which		was	not seriously challenged, that it was too late for him to take, delivery of the cattle by mid-August.

We turn now to consider whether the facts  proved at the trial estopped the appellants from asserting that the respondents were in breach of the requirement that the short-fall of cattle in 1985 be delivered by 31 July 1986 at the latest. Consideration of this question  requires reference to some further facts which were proved at the trial. By 12 August 1986 Miss Henderson had made the necessary arrangements to conduct a muster commencing on
14 August.	The	portable yards used	in	the	muster	held	on
21 July had been dismantled and transported to the area in which the muster was to be carried out and necessary staff engaged. The muster was held on 14 August. Neither Trippe  nor anyone representing the appellants attended. There was  no evidence that Miss Henderson told Trippe before  the muster that cattle would be set aside from that muster for

his inspection with a view to delivery to him. The deed required the respondents to give notice of a proposed muster
- vide cl. 3(2)(ii).  361 head of cattle were obtained  in  the muster but only 37 of these were  of  a description meeting the requirements of the deed.

Martin J found that there was sufficient cattle of the type and in the numbers specified in the deed on Bullo River Station to satisfy  the obligations of the respondents to 31 July 1985 and 31 July 1986 (including the 1985 short-
fall.). evidence)
 But he was of the view (which was well open on the
•
that	the	respondents	were	more	concerned	to
overcome their financial difficulties by selling cattle  to the meat works. Delivering cattle to the appellants  would have reduced the respondents' indebtedness to the appellants but would not have produced cash for the running of Bullo River Station. His Honour accepted that  Mr Henderson's illness and death caused problems in the management of the station, but he was not satisfied that in either  1985  or 1986 the respondents used their best endeavours  to meet  their obligations to deliver cattle to the appellants  in those years.

His Honour's conclusions on the issue of estoppel appear in the following passage in his reasons:

"On the whole of the evidence I am satisfied that Mr Trippe had clearly and unambiguously promised the defendants  that  he would not insist on delivery of the cattle by 31 July 1986, that there was no precise time thereafter by which they were to be delivered, and inferentially, that failure to delivery (sic) by
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31 July would not be held against the defendants so as to deprive them of the adjustment of the debt. Such adjustment as was to be made depended only on the number of cattle of the type provided  for being delivered.



After about 7 August, it was incumbent on Mr Trippe, in all the	circumstances, to	inform	the		defendants		that	unless	they performed	their		obligations	within		a			reasonable		time		the plaintiffs would not take delivery of cattle as provided for in this Deed.		The defendants action in proceeding with the planned muster	after		31		July		would	occasion		them	detriment		if		the assumption	they	made, encouraged	by	Mr		Trippe,	that		he would accept delivery of suitable cattle thereafter, was not fulfilled. That detriment was the loss of the adjustment to the debt.		The plaintiffs failed to act to avoid that detriment by fulfilling the assumption, or by giving the defendants a reasonable time within• which to endeavour to meet their obligations.  On 12 August he was told the muster was to begin two days later, he was made an offer as to the disposal of any cattle he accepted, and said he would check back. He did so at about 5.30 pm on 13 August saying he would not take any more cattle during 1986, then insisting, contrary to his earlier promise, that the 1985 shortfall should have been delivered by 31 July. Obviously, the defendants could not, on 14 August, do what was required of them on 31 July•••.



In all the circumstances the plaintiffs were estopped from refusing to accept delivery of cattle under the Deed in August 1986."



It is plain that Martin J considered  that the facts established a case of promissory estoppel, the nature of which is sufficiently described (for the purpose of deciding  the present case) by Mason C.J.  and  Wilson  J.   in the following passage in Waltons Stores (Interstate) Ltd v Maher (1988)164 CLR 387 at 401:



"True it is that in the orthodox case of promissory estoppel, where the promiser promises that he will not exercise or enforce an existing right, the elements of reliance and detriment attract equitable intervention on the basis that it is unconscionable for the promiser to depart from his promise, if to do so will result in detriment to the promisee."


Such a promise, whether express or implied,  must be clear and unambiguous:	Legione v Hateley (1983) 152 CLR
406	at 436	per Mason and Deane JJ.

These  statements  of the law identify	the matters which	were	required	to	be proved	in the	present	case	to.
establish appellants.
 a	case		of We	think
 promissory such	a
 estoppel	against case	would		have
 the been
established	if Martin J's conclusions on the facts, as set
out in the above passage from his reasons, supported a finding that Trippe clearly and unambiguously promised Miss Henderson - expressly or impliedly - that the appellants would not object to delivery of the remaining cattle on some unspecified date after 31 July and as late as 14 August, and a further finding that it would have been unconscionable for Trippe to depart from that promise.

We are conscious	of the advantage that Martin J had of seeing the witnesses and we acknowledge the restraint with which an appellate court should review findings of fact at first instance:		see Edwards v Noble (1971) 125 CLR 296; Warren	v	Coombes (1979)	142	CLR	531	at 551;	Brunskill	v Sovereign		Marine	&		General	Insurance		Co	Limited	(1985)
59 ALJR  842  at 844;   Abalos v Australian Postal Commission
(1990)	171 CLR 167  at 178	and	Chambers	v Jobling (1986)
7   NSWLR   1.						But in this case the trial judge's finding were not	based				upon	an	assessment		of	the		demeanour	of	the witnesses.					Indeed, there was almost no conflict of evidence at the trial and his Honour's findings were not based upon views			he			formed		as		to	the	credibility		of	witnesses. Martin J's conclusions were essentially inferences which he drew		from		facts which were not seriously,	if at all, in dispute.	In these circumstances, the following passage in the judgment of Dixon CJ and Kitto Jin	Paterson v Paterson (1953) 89 CLR 212 at 222 is of particular relevance:			•

the distinction	was emphasised	by	the Judicial	Committee between	cases	where		the	result	depends	upon	a	view	taken	of conflicting testimony and cases where it depends upon inferences from uncontroverted facts:		Dominion Trust Co. v New York Life
Insurance Co. (1919) AC 254.
Procter	( (1923) AC 253, at pp.
 In Mersey   Docks   &   Harbour   Board  v
258-259),  Viscount Cave referred
again to the subject and said that it was the duty of a court of appeal to make up its own mind, not disregarding the judgment appealed from and giving special weight to that judgment in cases where the credibility of witnesses comes in question but with full liberty to draw its own inferences from the facts proved or admitted. The distinction between inferences from fixed facts and findings based on testimony frequently recurs. In Cooper v General Accident, Fire, & Life Assurance Corporation Ltd ( (1922)
128 LT 481) Lord Cave said: 'The question is, not what are the facts, but what is the proper inference to be drawn from the facts proved, and upon that point, as has been often said, the appellate tribunal is not less competent to judge than the judge who  actually hears the case (1922) 128 LT, at p.483).'"


In		deciding	what	is the	proper	inference	to be drawn	from	the facts proved	at the trial		in the present
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case, this Court should give respect to Martin J's conclusions but should not shrink from giving effect to its own conclusions. To do otherwise would be to make the right of appeal illusory.

Consideration	of	all	the	evidence	leads	us	to conclude that it did not justify the finding of estoppel.

We think this conclusion is inevitable whether the nature	of		the	estoppel	is	as described	by	Mason	CJ	and Wilson J	in  the above cited	passage from		Waltons Stores, supra, or as described by Brennan Jin	Waltons Stores, supra• at pp.428, 429, viz:

'In my opinion, to establish an equitable estoppel, it is necessary for a plaintiff to prove that (1) the plaintiff assumed that a particular legal relationship then existed between the plaintiff and the defendant or expected that a particular legal relationship would exist between them and, in the latter case, that the defendant would not be free to withdraw from the expected legal relationship; (2) the defendant has induced the plaintiff to adopt that assumption or expectation; (3) the plaintiff acts or abstains from acting in reliance on the assumption or expectation; (4) the defendant knew or intended him to do so; (5) the plaintiff's action or inaction will occasion detriment if the assumption or expectation is not fulfilled; and (6) the defendant has failed to act to avoid that detriment whether by fulfilling the assumption or expectation or otherwise.  For  the purposes of the second element, a defendant who has not actively induced the plaintiff to adopt an assumption or expectation will nevertheless be held to have done so if the



assumption	or	expectation	can	be		fulfilled	only		by		a transfer   of the defendant's		property,		a  diminution  of	his rights   or an increase	in   his	obligations and he, knowing that		the	plaintiff's			reliance		on			the	assumption		or expectation   may   cause detriment  to		the			plaintiff	if	it		is not	fulfilled,		fails		to		deny		to			the	plaintiff the correctness of the assumption or expectation on which the plaintiff is conducting his affairs.'




Brennan J places less emphasis on the promissory nature of the words and conduct of the party estopped and rather more. emphasis	on the assumption	or expectation		induced		in the party	seeking	to	establish		the	estoppel;		and	see	The Commonwealth	v Verwayen (1990) 170 C.L.R.	394 at 501 per McHugh J.

We do not consider Trippe's words and conduct can properly be described as promissory. We do not think Trippe's words and conduct could reasonably give rise to an assumption or expectation on the part of Miss Henderson that Trippe would accept cattle as late as 14 August in substituted performance of Henderson's obligations under the deed. Nor do we think Trippe intended or had any cause to know of any such assumption or expectation on the part of Miss Henderson or those she represented.

When, on 21 July, Miss Henderson told Trippe that she was having difficulties in mustering cattle, that she was planning another muster "in another ten days or so", and

that she would then have ·cows for him, his response that "that was okay" could not have been reasonably understood as conveying any more than that delivery of the remaining cattle on or about 31 July would be acceptable to him. The fact that he said nothing about a July 31 deadline could not have been reasonably understood by Miss Henderson as conveying his assent to delivery of the cattle at a time materially later than July 31. It must have  been understood by both of them that seasonal conditions made it very important that delivery take place either on or before
31 July or, at the latest, immediately thereafter.	With. all respect to his Honour, we do not think it was incumbent on Trippe, either after 7 August or at any time, to inform Miss Henderson that unless the cattle were delivered within a reasonable time he would not take delivery of them.

It is true that, as his Honour found, on 21 July Trippe would have appreciated that if a muster was held about 10 days thereafter the process of completing the muster, drafting, testing and inspection of the cattle would occupy a further few days. But having regard to the seasonal conditions to which we have referred, it cannot be said that Trippe's assent to a muster in "about 10 days" after 21 July was an assent to a muster to commence on
14 August.

We are not unmindful of the fact that there were family ties between the Henderson and Trippe families. But there is nothing in the evidence to suggest that their
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dealings were not conducted on a commercial basis. Indeed, the deed itself demonstrates that the parties intended that their dealings would be governed by ordinary business and commercial considerations.

Nothing that Trippe did after 21 July justified Miss Henderson in thinking that he did not require delivery of the cattle by 31 July or immediately thereafter, if indeed she did. As we have said, we do not think it is possible to infer from the conversation which Miss Henderson
said she had with Trippe on 31 July that he did not object
•
to a further delay thereafter.

It was not until 12 August that Trippe was told that a further muster was to take place on 14 August. In our opinion, it is impossible to infer from the evidence that he clearly promised Miss Henderson that he would not insist on delivery before that date. It is impossible not to have sympathy for Miss Henderson because of the problems which she faced in the circumstances that surrounded her following the death of her father and the departure of her sister from Bullo River. But those circumstances are not material to the question whether Trippe's conduct gave rise to an estoppel.

Mr Downes QC submitted that even if Trippe had promised Miss Henderson that he would not insist on delivery of the cattle before 14 August, an estoppel did not arise because any such promise would have been made in the
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mistaken	belief		that		there			had been		no	musters	on	Bullo River		prior	to	21 July.		We		think	there		is	substance		in this	submission.			Martin		J		found	that,			unknown	to		the appellants,	there	had	been			previous		musters		from		which cattle  could  have  been  delivered  to  them.    It   is   plain  from a letter written by Trippe to  Miss  Henderson  on  24  July  that he then believed that the muster which she told himwould be held  about  10  days  after   21 July  would   be   only  the second
muster	on Bullo	River	that	year. Trippe's		evidence	that		he was
 Martin	J	also accepted aware	of	difficulties	in
mustering	cattle  on Bullo	River		during early 1986	and	that • accordingly  he  had no reason  to	believe that there  had been any musters prior to 21 July.

It	is to be remembered  that  the  primary  obligation of  the respondents was,		relevantly,	to deliver the requisite cattle  to  the appellants   by 31 July  1985.				Trippe therefore had every reason to expect that the 1985 short-fall  would  be made	good		from	cattle		mustered	as	early	as		practicable		in 1986.				His		Honour	found		Trippe	was sympathetic	to	the problems	being encountered		on Bullo River		and  that,		in all the circumstances  as  he believed them to	be,			he was prepared as	at		21		July		to	allow	some latitude as to time. The conversation between Miss Henderson and  Trippe  on  21  July must be evaluated  in  this  context.  Trippe  said  that  he changed his attitude "dramatically" when he  found  out  there had been musters before 21 July.



No finding of fact was made that Miss Henderson deliberately misled Trippe into the belief that there had not been prior musters. Nevertheless it plainly appears from the evidence that Trippe's belief was based on statements made to him by her.

In these circumstances we think that even if what was said by Trippe on 21 July encouraged Miss Henderson to make the assumption that he would not object to delivery of the remaining cattle after 31 July and even if Miss
Henderson	relied	upon that assumption,	it would	not have ..
been unconscionable conduct on the part of Trippe to depart from it. An estoppel is not made out if the conduct sought to be estopped is not unconscionable: Waltons Stores (Interstate) Ltd. v Maher (supra) per Mason CJ and Wilson J. at 404, and per Brennan J at 419. See also The Commonwealth v Verwayen (supra) at 411, where Mason CJ referred to the conclusion of the majority in Waltons Stores that equitable estoppel entitled the party only to that relief which is necessary to prevent unconscionable conduct and to do
justice	between	the unconscionability		is
 parties. established
 We		do	not	think in	a	case	where		the
representation	made	by	the	representor	is	occasioned	by
misleading (albeit unintentionally so) statements made by

the	representee:	cf	George	Whitechurch	Ltd	v	Cavanagh [1902] AC 117 at 145 and Porter v Moore [1904] 2 Ch. 367.
Mr Hiley QC also submitted that Trippe must have known that there had been musters on Bullo River prior to 21 July, but we do not think this submission can succeed in the light of his Honour's finding (which was well open on the evidence) that Trippe was unaware of any such musters.

Mr Hiley submitted that Trippe waived the time limit for the delivery of the cattle and hence waived any rights the appellants had to insist on strict compliance with the requirements of the deed in that respect. He
referred to Foran v Wight (1989) 168 CLR 385 at 457 where •
Gaudron J said:





"If a party entitled to insist on the essentiality of a stipulated time in a contract for sale of land leads the other to assume that that essentiality is not being maintained time thereupon ceases to be essential: Mehmet v Benson (1965) 113 CLR 295 at p. 303, per Barwick CJ.  In  such a case, it is said that there has been a waiver of the benefit of the essentiality of the provision."



Particular reliance was placed upon the fact that the appellants took delivery of bulls after the time fixed by the agreement had expired. But in our opinion the evidence falls short of establishing that appellants abandoned their right to require the cows to be delivered by that time. We do not think the argument on waiver raises issues different from those which we have already considered in relation to the question of estoppel.
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It follows from what we have said that the appeal should   be   allowed.    The    orders    made    by    the    trial   judge should be set aside and in lieu thereof a verdict should be entered for the first two appellants against the first two respondents in the sum of $106,450.20, together with interest at the 12% calculated as from 1 August 1986. The respondents must pay the costs of the trial and of the appeal.
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